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I. Introduction 
a. What is a Criminal Procedure 

i. Certain rights only apply when criminal sanctions possible 
ii. US v. L. O. Ward (1980)- criminal/civil classification depends on: 

1. Whether congress expressly/implicitly labelled “penalty” & 
2. When congress establishes “civil” penalty whether so punitive 

as to cross into criminal penalty 
iii. Difficult to dispute legislator’s label even involuntary “civil 

confinement” (committed person must show he is no longer dangerous but 
can seek release at any time) is not criminal 

iv. Sex offender registration not criminal punishment (Smith v. Doe) 
 

b. Incorporation 
i. 14th amendment & doctrine of incorporation applies most amendments to 

the states 
ii. Duncan v. Louisiana (1968)- 6th amendment right to jury trial applies to 

states trial by jury is fundamental right, therefore right to jury trial in all 
criminal cases 

iii. Federal constitution establishes floor states can raise floor 
 

c. Direct vs. Collateral Review 
i. Direct review initial conviction & appeals 

ii. Collateral review convicted ∆ seeks further relief (habeas corpus 
petition) 

 
d. Retroactivity 

i. Whether legal ruling should apply to gov conduct occurring before date of 
decision (conduct other than case before court) 

ii. Harlan should not apply new rules retroactively after finality of direct 
review 

1. Exceptions: (1) constitutionally protected conduct & (2) 
fundamental rights procedures w/o which likelihood of accurate 
conviction is seriously diminished 

iii. Teague v. Lane (1989)- absence of fair cross section of jury does not 
undermine fundamental fairness underlying conviction or seriously 
diminish likelihood of accurate conviction no retroactive application for 
cases beyond direct review 

iv. Substantive vs. Procedural Rule substantive rules can be applied 
retroactively (ex. life w/o parole conviction of juvenile unconstitutional) 
even after final judgment while procedural rules cannot 

v. Danforth v. Minnesota (2008)- states can chose to give broader effect to 
new rules of criminal procedure than Teague requires 
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vi. Changes in law detrimental to ∆ must be applied retroactively against 
habeas petitioners  

 
II. Fourth Amendment 

a. Search & Seizure Basics- “The right of the people to be secure in their persons, 
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not 
be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by 
Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the 
persons or things to be seized.” (1) reasonableness of search/seizure & (2) 
warrant requirements  

i. Probable cause minimum showing to support warrant, no precise 
definition 

ii. State action requirement 4th amendment only applies to state actors 
(covers all government actors) 

iii. If search, 4th amendment applies need (1) probable cause & (2) warrant 
(unless exception) 

iv. If no search no constitutional requirements 
v. Interests Protected 

1. Avoiding physical disruption & inconvenience 
2. Avoiding disclosure of personal/embarrassing info 
3. Controlling use of property 

vi. US v. Verdugo-Uriquidez (1990)- does not apply to search of property 
owned by non-resident alien & located in foreign country 

 
b. What is a Search? 

i. Reasonable Expectation Test (Katz v. US)- search occurs under 4th 
amendment when gov violates the privacy upon which a person justifiable 
relied upon 

ii. US v. Jones- GPS device installed on car by gov to track ∆ warrant 
authorized installation but was expired & executed in wrong state 

1. Holding: search physical invasion of property 
2. Doesn’t matter if no reasonable expectation of privacy (public 

travel) a physical invasion of property triggers search 
iii. Florida v. Jardines (2013)- DEA dog is taken up to porch of house dog 

alerts & helps DEA get warrant 
1. Sniff test on porch is a search trespass on property 
2. Implicit license to come up & knock on door, but this goes well 

beyond 
iv. Oliver v. US (1984)- police took footpath around property for several 

hundred yards found open marijuana field 
1. Holding: not a search no reasonable expectation of privacy in 

open field 
v. US v. Dunn (1987)- barn 50 yards from residence fence on 200 acres 
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1. Holding: not a search outside of curtilage 
2. 4 factors (1) proximity of area of curtilage, (2) whether area is 

w/in enclosure surrounding house, (2) nature of use of area, (3) 
steps taken by owner to protect area from observation 

vi. US v. White (1971)- informer carried radio transmitter engaged ∆ in 
convo 

1. Holding: not a search no reasonable expectation of privacy 
2. “One contemplating illegal activities must realize and risk that his 

companions may be reporting to the police.” 
vii. Records & Phone Calls no reasonable expectation of privacy for record-

keep of certain transactions (ex. bank records) & pen register (phone # 
dialing) records 

1. Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 requires provider 
consent or court order to access pen registry 

2. However, no constitutional requirement 
viii. Carpenter v. US (2018)- police access to cell tower site records 

1. Holding: search (needs warrant) reasonable expectation of 
privacy b/c phones are taken everywhere & location tracking 
violates privacy 

2. Doesn’t matter that third party collects data reasonable 
expectation of privacy 

ix. Airplanes & Helicopters generally no reasonable expectation to privacy 
1. California v. Ciraolo (1986)- air surveillance of backyard (1000 

feet above) not a search 
2. Dow Chemical Co. v. US (1986)- aerial overflights of industrial 

plant not a search 
3. Florida v. Riley (1989)- helicopters hovering 400 feet above 

property not a search 
x. Bond v. US (2000)- squeezing luggage in overhead storage space on bus 

1. Holding: search reasonable expectation of privacy 
xi. Canine Sniffs 

1. US v. Place (1983)- canine sniff of luggage is not a search sniff 
only reveals whether or not narcotics present 

2. Illinois v. Caballes (2005)- ∆ stopped for speeding, one officer 
writes ticket, other uses drug sniffing dog w/o suspicion not a 
search (same reasoning as Place) 

xii. Kyllo v. US (2001)- use of thermal imaging to get heat images of home 
suspected of housing marijuana farm 

1. Holding: search (1) uses tech not in general use, (2) to gather 
info of interior of home, (3) that would have required intrusion at 
common law 

2. All details w/in home are intimate intrusion into home= search 
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xiii. US v. Knotts (1983)- use of beeper inside container consent of selling 
company obtained & ∆ picked up & took home 

1. Holding: not a search beeper not placed on property by gov 
2. ∆ lacks standing to complain 
3. Could do same thing w/ visual surveillance 

xiv. US v. Karo (1984)- tracking beeper placed in ether can tracked ∆ off & 
on for months 

1. Holding: monitoring ok (not a search) except inside private 
residence not open to visual surveillance 

xv. Illinois v. Andreas (1983)- controlled buy after customs intercepts package 
w/ drugs not a search 

1. Gov has right to open packages in customs 
2. No reasonable expectation of privacy for delivery of package 

xvi. Florence v. Board of Chosen Freeholders (2012)- not a search to strip 
search any jail inmate who will be released into general population 

1. No privacy rights in jails/prisons 
xvii. Schools reduced expectation of privacy 

xviii. Public workplace gov employees may have expectation of privacy 
1. Can search on reasonable suspicion 

xix. Foreign Officials not covered by 4th amendment so conduct not a 
search 

1. Exceptions where conduct shocks conscience or US agents have 
substantial participation 

 
c. Private Action 

i. 4th Amendment only applies to gov actors 
ii. Skinner (1989)- gov can induce private actors to act & trigger 4th 

amendment 
iii. Walter v. US (1980)- recipient of porno film hands over film footage to 

FBI who views film viewing film is a search (though simply receiving 
film is not) 

iv. US v. Jacobson (1984)- chemical test of white powder from package 
opened by Fed Ex employees 

1. Holding: not a search chemical test merely discloses whether 
substance is cocaine 

2. Does not compromise interest in privacy 
 

d. Abandonment 
i. No expectation of privacy not a search 

ii. Need not be an explicit abandonment (ex. failure to pay rent for apartment, 
person denies ownership of container in face of inquiries) 

iii. ∆ can abandon property if denies it is his loses standing to complain of 
4th amendment violation 
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e. Reasonableness & Warrants 

i. Johnson v. US (1948)- warrantless searches are per se unreasonable 
ii. Purpose of Requirement 

1. Probable cause decided by neutral party (magistrate judge) rather 
than interested law enforcement officer 

2. Record of what police knew before seeking warrant 
3. Limit scope of searches in terms of places & things 
4. Assuring citizens of lawful authority of officer & limits of 

authority 
iii. Spinelli v. US (1969)- FBI track ∆ for 5 days over two weeks, crosses 

bridge nearly every day to make calls at apartment building (known 
bookie) & confidential informant says he’s a bookie sufficient to issue 
search warrant to tap phone? 

1. Holding: no informant’s tip, even w/ corroborating FBI 
observations not sufficient to provide probable cause 

2. Two prong test (1) underlying circumstances necessary to enable 
magistrate to independently judge validity of informant’s 
statements & (2) affiant officer must attempt to support claim that 
informant is credible or info is reliable 

3. Affidavit did not provide enough info for magistrate to determine 
credibility of informant 

4. Confidential informants not presumed reliable 
iv. Draper v. US (1959)- informant of 6 months who was paid for info & tells 

agents very specific information about ∆ that turns out to be true 
credible enough informant 

*Magistrate needs to be able to figure out (1) if informant is 
reliable/credible & (2) what informant knows & how he knows it* 

v. Illinois v. Gates (1983)- police receive anonymous letter accusing ∆s of 
transporting and selling drugs gives specific details of trip couple will 
make to FL & exact dates 

1. Holding: magistrate could find probable cause exists 
2. Totality of the circumstances test after watching suspects, they 

did exactly what letter said they would do, probability of crime 
being committed 

 
f. Probable Cause 

i. DC v. Wesby (2018)- big house party w/ illegal activities two women 
tell police owner is “Peaches” & they get her on the phone & she says she 
is renting place (turns out she isn’t owner) 

1. Holding: officers could reasonably have concluded they had 
probably cause to arrest 


